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GLEANINGS
By
Johnny Lybrook

The Rotunda

Because we feel so deeply that
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9, 1938
the entire future of America, Eu- VOLUME XVIII
rope,
and
the
whole world
politically, economically, and socially depends upon today's youth,
we believe that it is worthwhile to
pause a moment or two for the
Gracious sakes! What is hapbrief consideration of the preparpening in Dr. Jarman's office?
ation we are giving our youngsters'
There's a line of girls streaming
to meet the life that they will
by, not once but many times.
have to live in our ever-changing
Manwhile a
fascinated stare,
world.
mingled with a puzzled expression
This week has been designated
of laughter and wonder, makes it
American Education week and
hard to tell whether it's a new and
is being celebrated as such in the
peculiar piece of furniture or a
schools and colleges throughout
new and peculiar personage.
the nation. Education is of priWe take it 'tis the latter for
mary interest to all of us since we
William T. Williams and Wil- someone rushes up to another
are a part of a state teachers colliam A. Beers, the two members wonderer demanding. 'Have you
lege and because the duty of guid- of the Anglo-Irish debate team,
seen the Duke of Windsor? He's
ing many of the coming generawill debate Pattie Alston Bounds in Dr. Jarman's office?" Sounds
tion along the path of knowledge
. and Lorana Tilman Moomaw in impossible, but there must be
The Sophomore Class skit at the
^V^^^l^V^^l^ the second Lyceum number of the something to it. We wonder if he
be able to pertorm our duty with year on Friday night. November
lias changed his mind from study- circus was awarded first place
honor or are we going to be plac11, at 8 o'clock in the large au- ing labor conditions in America and the Freshman Class was
ed among that group of teachers
ditorium.
to planning one of Farmville's new awarded second place at the anwho have been accused of "teachThe topic fo rdebate is "Re- buildings. Or maybe he's Just seek- nual Alpha Kappa Gamma circus
ing because there's nothing else solved: That All of Her Assets
ing en attractive companion for on Saturday night, November 5.
to do?"
America Owes to Great Britain. the Duchess and wants a recomThe Sophomore skit was very
Truly every American parent is Her Faults are Her Own."
original. Caralie Nelson, with her
mendation for one of us.
anxious to give his child the best
The debate will, of course, be
We've got to know! Finally one most unusual telescope looked
of everything, and especially of a formal debate, but it will be | bold maiden ventures across th? back through
the years and
education, that he can possibly different from any debate ever threshold and with mucli the same brought to us the first circus—the
give. How much of what the child, neard in Farmville. English debat- inquisitiveness that a year old Roman Circus Maximus. There
will get from education depends | ers are different from Americans would inquire of a passing four we saw a gladiator fight a bull,
upon the teacher?—At most, the in that their debates are humorous legged animal. "I say. are you my and then witnessed a bull fight
child is in school but six hours out as well as serious. Their style of dog, Jack?" inquires of the now between two bulls. Time shifted,
of the day and for only five days speaking and form of presenta- 1 not surprisingly >
embarrassed we saw P. T. Barnum and some
a week. Can a teacher be expected tion Is different.
gentleman, "Pardon me. but are of his freaks, we saw several great
to instill in a child the best of
As has been announced before, you the Duke of Windsor?"
celebrities, among them a great
things—clear, straight thinking the Englishmen will uphold the
The man. much relieved that he '. Parisian dancer and her troop, and
ai.J. clean knowledge of useful affirmative side, while Farmville's
evidently hasn't forgotten his tie at last we saw a group of modern
facts—Can a teacher be expect- team will endeavor to prove that
cr hasn't a smudge of lipstick ov- jitterbugs.
ed to mcke in six hours a more "All of Her Assets America Owes
With a lot of talent at their diser his left eybrow, breaks forth
lasting impression than the fam- to Oreat Britain! her Faults Are
into a hearty smile which reveals posal, the freshmen presented a
ily who has the child the other Her Own" is an erroneous statescene from the midway. We saw a
him as "unduke of Windsorish."
eighteen hours of the day? She ment.
We've been able to establish this banker trying to get a motley
is expected, in many cases, to do.
The visiting Britishers will have gentleman's exact mission here, crew to attempt to ring the clown's
Just that.
' around twenty debates in the Unibut he certainly momentarily nose and. win by doing so. a beauLiving under conditions of being ted States. Before arriving in aroused some big excitement.
tiful doll. Some tricksters sprayed
"apart" from other people—of be- Farmville they will debate John
ing constantly conscious of one's Marshall College. New Jersey;
the dolls with a magical fluid and
actions outside of school as well Penn State College, and Westminlife and performed for the audias in school, of being afraid to do ster College, Pennsylvania; Calas a result the dolls all came to
this and afraid to do that because vin College. Michigan; Ohio Wesence.
of what people might say—Can a leyan University. Ohio; and West
The Juniors had a Negro fish
teacher under such circumstances Virginia State College. They are
expected on the Farmville campus
give her best to her work?
fry.
They sang all the beautiful
'Saturday, December 3, is the
It la a complicated business. on Friday, November 11, and will date set for the Senior dance", old Negro spirituals and
folk
this business of teaching. It's an visit here shortly after the debate. Vera Ebel, president of the Senior songs. The harmony was good and
Their
next
debate
is
at
the
UniImportant business—a "white colClass announced at a class meet- the characterization was excellent.
lar" Job? In the political world we versity of North Carolina at Chap- ing which was held last Tuesday,
el
Hill
on
November
18.
The seniors, all dressed in white.
distinguish "White collar" men
Each of the foreign speakers November 1.
from other men by their high salwearing their favorite school colVera is also acting as general
aries. Certainly a person who have had an excellent record in
ors. sang a group of college songs
spends almost half her monthly England and represent the best chairman for the dance. The com- from different colleges in Virginin
the
National
Union
of
Students
mittee
chairmen
for
the
dance
sa'ary for board and room and
ia. Mable Burton directed the
the other half for necessities and of England and Wales, and the are as follows: decorations, Vir. .
__.
.,
Irish
National
Union
of
Students.
singing
and Army
Butterworth
ginia Jarman; finances Marguerite
clothing—oh. no—definitely the
Farmville's
debaters
have
been
teacher is not a "white collar" Job
Snell and Florence Bress; the Mid Margaret Bntton led the
active in the debate club for the
holder!
past two years and made up figure, Beverly Sexton; orchestra, group in cheers. Mascots of variLast year there was more than Farmville's
Miscellaneous, OUt colleges were brought in and
varsity
affirmative Louise Anthony;
a little excitment created by an team last year in debating. They
the cheering section also tried a
Sarah Hayes.
article appearing in one of the also were members of the House
This dance is always formal. ;ew card tricks.
state's leading newspapers de- of Representatives at the First
nouncing the iducational system National Student Congress held at During the dance there will be a
As the class stunt drew to a
as having somewhat of the "left- Topeka. Kansas, last spring.
figure composed of Seniors and close the animals paraded and
overs" for teachers. Of course, we
their dates, the classmen and the the queen was crowned, ending the
do not believe that, because we
officers of the Junior Class, their \ real show of the greatest circus
are going to be teachers, but giv.....
.
. ,,
! dates and their classmen.
ing it the benefit of the doubt—we

Farmville Girls
To Hold Debate
With Anglo-Irish

The Duke

Debate Will Be
Second Lyeeum
For This Year

Army Butterworth Is Crowned
Circus Queen, Sophomores
Win Prize For Best Stunt

Senior Dance Date
Is Announced
By Vera Ebel

1

Dr. Thomas Dossing
Speaks to Students
On Scandinavia

Dr. Thomas Dossing of Copenhagen will speak on some phase
of Scandinavian life Wednesday,
November 9, at eight o'clock.
The Extension Division of the
University of Virginia, in cooperation with the American-Scandinavian Foundation has engaged
the services of Dr. Dossing to encourage a better understanding
between the Scandinavian countries and America. If this plan
proves successful, the Extension
Division would bring foreign and
outstanding American speakers to
adult education groups in Virginia.

Forerunner of Circus
Is (iiren As Classes
Present Short Skits
Skits portraying a dim peep into the future of "the greatest Circus in Circulation" were given In
Chapel on Wednesday, November
2, preceding that
memorable
event. At this time a general "clrcussy" spirit crept in and each
class had a brief participation.
The Freshmen had a
"Baby
Snooks" skit. The Sophomores
gazed into the past and showed
P. T. Barnum and his collection
of freaks. The Junior class gave
the native interpretation
of
"Mammy", while the Seniors set
up a novelty yell for "State."

Z—773
No. 7

Circus Queen

Freshmen Win
Honorable Mention
For Circus Skit

spend thousunds of dollars willingly
preparing ourselves
for
what? Open criticism, poor pay,
and in a great part, lack of cooperation from those with whom we
are working. Namely the parents
who make up our public.
There are enough teachers in
our own state, if they would cooperate to do it, to swing uny election or pull any political string in
the state. Why then haven't they
done it? We believe it is not because they haven't wanted to, but
because they have been afraid
afraid of losing their Jobs, the salary of which, however small, sustains them. Our buget is balanced
by cutting teachers' salaries and
still they are silent. Perhaps the
teachers are, after all, victims of
circumstances.
We aren't "griping"; we have
foreseen all of this and yet we do
not hesitate. Not even the fear of
"pinching pennies" or even of developing that "teacher complex"
can stop us. It Is our love of humanity and the desire to lift the
souls of little children into the
light of
knowledge that shall
keep us on our path—undaunted
—unafraid—teachers for the love
of teaching. That and nothing
else.

Congratulations
Alpha Kappa
Gamma

Festive Mood Covers All
As Circus Is Presented
Did a million dollar moon shine
and laugh, wink and smile on the
antics of the circus clowns and
queen? Oh no. it was a dreary
night, drab and uninviting while
the spotlight
followed
beasts
making weird and gruesome noises
round the gym of S. T. C.
I
Then, flash! The picture changes to an old plantation scene. We
are told to listen in. Negroes croon
their songs, happy in the rhythm
of their voices.
|
Mood of song in mood of per- i
son, soothing, maddening, happy.
blue. With the quickness of the
winds they change their tunes,
and their
infectious harmony
strikes out responsive chords in
our own emotions. We are swaying with the Mammy when she
lulls her babe to rest. On a softended note of lullaby the voices
of the negroes die away.
,
Again the picture changes,
Through the telescopic eye, <we
are told) we view the wonders,
thrills and dangers of the maddening circus life. From the time
of man's first circus we are
brought up to the present, step
by step up to a group of dancing
people—Jitter bugs, they say. The
history and the spirit of the clrcus, gay, Infectious, jovial, daring

gives away to the modernity of
dolls.
Occidental, oriental,
dancing
^ s,
doU| Hawaijan Ja_
Panese—all are here and by a
breath of magic come to life,
Singled out by spotlight magnethan, a doll tk srl
bar friend
toe dancing in the dust and fury
of the circus She is good, another
tries, lightly pivots, swift 1. n
fairly toes just twinkling in the
light,
Flash! The spotlight shiftsall in white appear before US
bleach.
singing good I ol
legiate songs Reminders of the
happiness, free-heartedness and
gayety oui Alma Main
bi ought to us.
With a failing note of BJ
out they pass, tin bright growl
of circus •
ounds The climax of the cm
pproached,
the CUli
. ts stand
back, the singers, dancers, clo
and dolls arise enter the Qi
With a garland gay of flo
placed upon her majesty's head
the Clrou QJ officially a QU
Roar of beast
unding. while the spotlight dims and
dies, but the spirit of the i
marches on!

Queen, Attendant!
Are Presented
As Gypsy Court
Army Butterworth was crown-

n queen Of the 1938 circus Saturday night, November 6, in the

Student Talks
Comprise Program
Of Education Week
National Education Week
is
benig celebrated at S. T. C. Nov.
7-13 by a series of chapel programs sponsored by Kappa Delta
Pi. national educational fraternity.
The week's program
opened
with a talk
^ David Terry. P'es'den
' °.f, *■ ,ocal •£*"*5*P!
pa Delta Pi. on "The Adjustment
of a program of Studies and AcUnties '' She emphasized the impoitance of placing study first
with
knov.ledye as one's goal and
extra curricula)' activities second,
,
||slnj tncm ,0 ,,„„„.,„„„, „, ()|1,,s
plans. David also stressed a carej fill selection of activities and the
necessity to "Know Thyself",
' A ,alk on "The Ideal Student
of Our Campus" was given by
Kitty Roberts, president of the
student Body. Kitty itatad that
this was not an unatiamable goal
but was one that was within the
l(
'"'h °f every B'rl °" < «npU8.
The characteristics of the ideal
***** M ^^ (m| |>y Ki„y
viie high standards and habits
and the ability to get along with
people. Sympathy, sincerity,
a
receptive mind and a love of the
beautiful were other traits given.
Book knowledge is also an es.n.ti.il By education ones intereata are broadened and widened. The ideal student must
be
campus DOlndd and a good eiti/en
of the school and must live up to
.md Ideals of ■ good
citizen
Mr. Moiiltne Out
'<.! of
st Paul - Church
In
Norfolk
..,„,i<c. on various phs a of our
college life m chapel thl morn*
Ing
null Button |x r i.hiit ol the
Y W C A Rill speak ThU

college gym.
Following a gypsy dance by the
three members of the court. Dorothy Fischer. Caralie Nelson and
Mae Wynne, the queen, riding in
a little wagon, was brought in.
The queen was also dressed as a
gypsy and her float was decorated
in rare-colored streamers and
covered with flowers.
Isabel Williamson, the ring
master came forward and with the
regular ring master's jargon presented to the spectators. Armv
Butterworth as the queen. She
placed the crown, a wreath of
flowers, on Army's head, and then
led her around the circus ring.
Army is a member of the senior class. She has taken an active
part in all of her class productions
and has been interested in athletics. Army is a member of the Cotillion Club and Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
The queen was selected by popular vote from the student body.
Each class submitted one name,
and these four were voted on by
the student body. Those who were
nominated were Dorothy Fischer.
May Wynne. Caralie Nelson and
Army Butterworth.

.Many Students
Use Aid Received
From N. Y. A.
In the three years of its existence the National Youth AdminIstration of Virginia has given
jobs to a total of 27,321 boys and
girls at an expenditure Of about
$2,431,276 it was disclosed in an
Interview between I, Leigh Stevens, 'if the National Minergency
Council, and Mr. John A. Mapp,
NYA Slate Supervisor of work
projects
of the voung people aided 9.500
vera high school students and 5,821 were college students.
The
others. 12,000, were employed on

projects tor out -of-school youth
Ware, were not high. No high
school student earned more than
an average of $(i a month for ninmonths: no college student earned
more than an average of $15 a
month, and DO graduate student
more than $30 a month for nine
months The out-of-school youth
samed $UM per month as a
state-wide average,
Eighty-five
,, ,,i,, ,„, ,..,.rv NYA dollar went
for youth WS
college and high school students
wen- given lob on the basis of
financial need and ability to do
factor) class work. Tne high
school youths earned then money
by acting i rls
ati or
and by plant
"'" '""l llx""' »••*
""
" 'Vl"k :i '■'""' '" lunch """:'

oi The Developmenl of [" u";"" '"»"'''»; «u"\'} "'»'»Bthlcal Ideals ol the 'leaching tun , and SO on In the college the

Profession In our College'
rana Moomaw. pre lidenl (if
Debate Club, will speak 00
place of tudenl freedom In
college.
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STAFF

Kdilor-in-Chief
Business Manager

LeNoir Hubbard
Florence Bress

(if peace. It is up to us to preserve the peace
we have or to destroy it. Without cooperation between people and between nations
the peace that we do have will soon be a
thing of the past.
We are told that the next war will be
more horrible than the last! It will be a
war of air raids, gas and bombs destroying
large areas at a time! In thinking over
these statements we should realize the fact
that more cooperation is needed among
people and nations—so on this day—the
twentieth anniversary of the signing of the
Armistice—we should offer up a prayer for
"peace on earth—good will toward men."

"Alone" by Byrd
Gives Hardships
Of Antarctic Trip

Great Loss Is Felt
As Dr. Susan Fields
Resigns As Physician

AtMMUVtC Editors
Pattie Bounds
Last week the administration of FarmFrances Alvis ville suffered a severe loss in the resignation
Vera Ebel of Dr. Susan B. Fields, resident physician
Marjorie Nimmo

News
Features
Socials ...
Sports ...
Reporters

Louise Allen. Ha/.elwood Burbank. Elizabeth Burke,
Mable Burton. Ann Bradner, Mildred Callis,
Sadie Cobb, Birnice Copley, Marie Eason, MarySue Edmondson, Marion Harden, Mildred
Harry, E. Byrd Hutcheson, Frances Hutcheson.
Helen Jeffries, Sara Keessee, Johnny Lybrook,
Mary Walker Mitchell. Clara Nottingham,
Norma Pamphn, Agnes Pickeral. Helen Rein*.
Becky Sandidge, Janelle Shelor, Frances Steed,
Shirley Stephens. Edna Strong. Jean Terrell,
Dibbs Tyree, Dell Warren, Elizabeth West.
Managers
Assistant Business Manager
Virginia Yager
Circulation Manager
Elizabeth Prince
Assistants- Anne Benton, Jeanette Ferguson, Anna
Maxey, Martha McKinstry, Caralie Nelson.
Mary West.
Typisti
Chief Typist
Doris Chesnut
Assistants Anne Bruce, Dorothy Smith. Lucy
Blackwell, Elizabeth Bundy. Caroline Booth.

of the Farmville State Teachers College
infirmary. This 'esignation came as a shock
to the students. For the past several months
Dr. Fields has been in ill health and, feeling that she could not do what was expected of her as well as she could if she had
been in better health, she resigned.
Dr. Fields has served this college for a
number of years, and the loss of our physician will be greatly felt by both the students and the administration.
Dr. Fields has returned to her home in
Lincoln, Nebraska, where she will remain
,
,
,
under a doctor s care.
We know that we express the thoughts
of every S. T. C. girl when we wish for Dr.
Fields all of the better things, for they are
due a person who has so faithfully served
her cause.
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Education Week
Is Celebrated
Over Entire Nation

CHEMICAL GRADING

90% OF 1HE CDLLEGP- JTlDDFJ«rrS
CRAM FOR EXAMINATIONS/

Echoes From an Empty Space
By Fiances Steed
Even such c gala event, as the
circus proved to be, couldn"t hold
Llb
George up here this week-end.
She had just had to see her Marine. Well after all she hasn't seen
him since June.
j
Some others missed the circus,
too. but this time it was LeNoir
who waited up for Florence to

Being Late and
Leaving Early Are
Dining Room Infractions
Correct manners teaches us to remain
at the table until the others present are
through their meals. The etiquette book
also says to be on time for meals.
All of us have been brought up to know
correct manners and just how to act. Recently though a good many of us have forgotten to be on time for meals, and also to
wait until those who are eating have finished before we leave.
Negligence seems to be the reason that
these two things have happened. We know
better, we can do better so why not start
now tn try to be on time for our meals and
once we are there to eat like ladies and wait
until the others have finished?

National Education Week is being observed throughout the entire country. Education lias realised the need for and the
Importance of ■ closer connection between
the homs and the school. To gain this harmony this weak of November 7-12 has been
set aside for that purpose.
The aim of the National Education Association is to awaken the general public to
an Increasing knowledge of the importance
of the school in shaping the lives of our future citisens and of Influencing their role
in society.
We. as future teachers of America,
should be particularly interested in this
Annual Roll Call of
weak. Every morning In (hapel programs
and talks are given by outstanding mem- American Red Cross
bers of this student body on some phase of Begins This Week
National Education Week.
!l(,w ,i(HS tht Red
Prom these, talks we gain the Import
'
Cross affect our colsnee of the close connections which should !•*•? How do we derive any benefits from
exist between the school and the home, and ttt These questions are pertient in view
we are better equipped to be more capable!0* tht' forthcoming annual Roll Call which
and more etlicient teacheis for knowing ' wi" De "eld from Armistice Day until
these things, and we shall know bow to pre- Thanksgiving. Throughout the country, in
vent rather than cure the evils that have all colleges and universities, the Red Cross
grown up between the school and the h"me. 's Baking it possible for students to enjoy
life more thoroughly and is also equipping
US
tor our future tasks.
Peace on Earth
First aid facts and first aid in direct
Is Brought to .Mind
medical attention is sponsored by the Red
On Armistice Day
(loss and is especially beneficial to followers of all sports. First aid is almost indisThis Friday, November ii. an internei pensable to the efficient performance of our
Uonal holiday is to be celebrated,
us day , , ■ , .
,.,
, ., .
.. i tasks In later life.
known as Armistice Day, marks the twentiIn our own college the Red Cross is coneth anniversary of the signing of the Armducting
life saving classes and other classes
istice.
What did the world armistice mean to the
wo.lil then'.' It meant that the war had
cease,I, that pe»M was to be restored to a
land that had been terrified for four years.
Many people had died for a cause that
"a war to end all wars." At the time
all wars were ended but since then the
world has been in a turmoil with riots and
strife springing DP all over the world.
Today more than ever we need to think

""'
'

,,U

' W"1

Watn

" «*&

of the

stu

"

,ll I1,s

'

In 11u

' Wdi of home economics, nutri"'"" *»d social welfare work we find the
Kr 1
' Cross lending aid by sending out in■tructOW and material.
Because of all these benefits and more,
every student in Farmville should take an
SCtivc part in the American Red Cross annual Roll Call which begins this Friday.

J

IfcTVS ARE NOW PRU rTKD IN INK Tl iAT
TURNS Bt IE OR RED WHEN THE
.;.i CI..;CKSTHE ANSWERswr.'

Today when we think of explorers we do not think of the
hardships that they must bear,
because in this day of conveniences we take it for granted that
they will have them too. To this
asumption the book "Alone" by
Richard E. Byrd gives this answer: No! Yet we say he has all
the modern conveniences even at
the South Pole. Yes, he has, but
somtimes even the best apparatus
goes wrong and that is what happened to Admiral Byrd's. He had
an electric pad to heat his feet;
he had a radio set with which to
talk to the outside world; he had
balanced food; he had a stove to
keep him warm; and yet he came
as near dying as any explorer ever
came to death.
The plan to live alone In the
Antarctic wastes were not put in
the original plans. There it was
stated that the hut would be put
in the snows and a staff of men
were to be stationed there to collect the information concerning
the weather at the southernmost
point that man has ever lived.
The hut intended for this purpose
was made here in the states and
shipped to Little America. Here
it was to be carried south by
tractor. As ill luck would have it,
one of the tractors broke down
and the party arrived at the base

in a terrible state of affairs!
Mable says that she wishes; *lh e"»uBh supplys for two men

nothing to be said about her new'but not enough for three, the
romance to the tune of Reeves number that had been assigned
Brown. "Because'. says she. "there to this work. Admiral Byrd was
determined not to try the experiis more to it than we know."
Don't be alarmed next Satur- ment with two men. He was afraid
day if you hear an awful racket. that they would get on each
t may sound"'like" another flctt- | others nerves and thftt thev would
not be able to do their work well
come in from the dance—and the tious war with Mars, but it will because of this. Therefore on
only
be
Gordy
arriving
from
Angirl is afraid she's in love, too—
March 28, 134 Byrd set up houseFlorence, I mean. The guy swears napolis. Pattie says his car rat- keeping in a "two-by-four" cahe's coming to Virginia, and Flor- tles so that we'll hear him the bin 123 miles from the nearest
ence says there will be untold minute he hits Richmond.
Martha Holloway, that well habitation. He had a lame shoulcomplications—then.
known most thoroughly uncon- der and an amazing array of modNow as far as the next item is scious girl in .school awakened to ern equipment and conveniences.
concerned, it could have been in the fact that something
Admiral Byrd stayed in this hut
was
last week's column but the vic- wrong somewhere this week-end. for four and one-half months
tim failed to notify me in time. Her roommates. Tony. Pattie and alone keeping accounts of the
Jackie Beale accomplished won- Steed were dating Brown. Jones weather both by means of instuders at U. of Va. a couple of week- and Smith respectively. Does ments and by hand and eye. He
ends ago. She crashed through a sound rather suspicious don't you kept in touch with the home base
Pi Kappa Alpha cocktail party think? Poor Martha! She's all in by wireless and received messages
with a monogram sweater! Score a whirl!
by the wireless telephone. When
one. for the Pika's!
As if the circus weren't suffici- he went out to get the weather
Speaking of U. of Va.—Roberta ent entertainment three couples reports his fingers and ears froze
Payne sincerely wishes someone put on a side show all their own but worse than this was the fact
would write an anonymous letter in the "Rec" Sunday night, and that he lost his cook book and
to a certain person who called from all reports it was a right one, had to go through the experiences
her
long distance Saturday night too! Most of us. I am sure were of the amateur cook. When his
1
incidentally—while she was dat- taught not to display our affec- pancakes stuck he had to get help
ing someone elsei—and tell him tions in public. Therefore the ef- from Oscar of the Woldorf. His
how very much she really likes forts of these six at entertainment trapdoor stuck and he was temhim. she says if this fixes things were not appreciated.
porarily imprisoned; again it
up for her she'll send me an orTo go back to the Pika's what jammed when he was outside and
chi
£]t
we like mostly aobut them is the he almost froze to death before
Some
people will go to most i modest way in which they write he could get back in. Once he was
any extreme to get noticed. I i about their brothers. If you failed lost in the darkness near his hut,
thought there was enough about to notice—land how could youi and narrowly escaped death when
Frankie in here last week, but last miss it?i—the sports section of i he fell into a crevasse. He tells us
£ !!l!u .„! "°!? m... -™m the Richmond News Leader yes- that the "long night" does not
—to wash the dirt out^-conse- terday afternoon—by all means, fall swiftly but comes gradually.
quently. we haven't been able to break your neck do anytninK t0 still „ the winter came on. he
get any water since.
get a copy immediately! Don't began to have more and more
We don't know how it happen- nw.ss it! Better still, droy every- j hardships to bear.
ed. I guess it was a typographical
error, but on this week's movie thing and go to Richmond Satur-1 He began to find ice in the

-Ph CR^^rrm^^'ma^be0' *«-«**

which read:
'
What goes on in a girl's school?
If teachers only knew what girls
were studying! who sent Lulu
those orchids? Hear about Frances, being out all night. Ora's going to elope." Some seem to think
the names quite appropriate or
quite a coincidence or quite something—of course, we know they
were added by some clever person
to suit our local girls' school, but.
unless yen have a guilty conscience
Ora, Fiances, and Lula you need
not worry!
Did you hear about the freshman who clapped her hands so
hard for the Sophomores at the
circus the other night, that she
sprained her thumb?
Dorothy Mae Webb couldn't see
her friend enough this week-end!
She and he were sitting out on
campus almost at the crack of
dawn Monday morning -wonder
what they find to talk about all
day And whom did Billy Moore
come to see this week-end? He
comes riding up In front of Senior Building with Sarah and she
sets out of the car and Selma
Mils in maybe he has to take
them by turns.
The most notorious "Late-dateasker." was up to his tricks
again at the dance the other
night. It is a good thing all
those girls don't accept, then
Mr, Homer Hatton you would be

to break

saws Whit Morse, "a football game ,
will be thrown in as an added I
feature."
i
In glancing over the "Tiger"
this morning I could not help but
notice in the fraternity news that
the Kappa Sig's have a new
heating system—and they claim
it's a heatrolla! At least we hoped
it would really be something new!
And now last and—'contrary to
the general rule)—least in importance, we'd like to take this
opportunity to advise "The Rounder" and other Hampden-8ydney lads not to even attempt to
keep up with, or equal 8. T. C.
in any way, shape, form or fashion, because it simply can't be
equalled. It so far surpasses H.-S.
C. that to venture to discuss this
any further would lead some to
think that S. T. C.
had
slipped down, down into that unfortunate path which only H.-8.
and earthworms trod.

and
He

"

Was

^ ^

arranged the pipes
so as to have better ventilation.
His days were spent keeping
house. He noticed that he was becoming restless, depressed and
bginning to miss the every day
distractions that had occurred before he started that lonely existence at the end of the earth. On
May 31, during one of his talks
with Little America he was knocked out by fumes as he bent to
regulate the radio generator. This
was the climax of his stay, and
he never really recovered from
this disaster. He was ill and weak
the remainder of his stay, but
hope for rescue was not to be
thought of because of the deep
snows of winter. He knew the
agony of waiting for the men to
get through to him and the despair of knowing that they could
not make it. Finally on the morning of August 11, 1934 the men
First Nut—Guess what I have reached him, but the return trip
in my hands?
could not be made for two
months. All of this Richard E.
Second Nut—A fly?
Byrd suffered for the sake of
Fust—Nope.
science, yet we say that explorers
Second—A mosquito?
of today have an easy time!
First—Nope.
"Alone" is a superbly written
Second—An elephant?
book, packed with exciting inciFirst—What color?
dents. It is history in the making
—LaSalle Collegian and deserves our attention.
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Four S.T.C. Delegates
Attend A.C.P. Meet
Meeting Is Held
At Hotel Gibson
In Cincinnati

A. C. P. Delegates

Moves Backward
And We See Farmville
He fore S. T. ('. Came Here

w™ «\

Have you ever wished that you

Miriam Picklen, Nancy Gray. Le
Nolr Hubbard and Florence Bress, could take old Daddy Time by the
editors and business managers o! beard and pull him back to Farm"The Virginian" and "The Ro- ville as it was when it first start- I
tunda" respectively were among rd to exist? If you did, you might
the lour' hundred" delegates rep- be surprised tc discover, first,
rsenting one hundred and flfty- that you'd have to drag him back
flve colleges from thirty-five states over a century, and second, that j
of the United States who attend- Farmville grew and thrived long
ed the seventeenth annual meet- before S. T. C. graced Its bevy of
ing the Associated Collegiate brainy beauties!
Farmville was established way
Press Association which was held
back in 1798 on the property of
in Cincinnati. Ohio from Novem- one Judith Randolph. It prosperber 3-5. The University of Cincinnati was the convention host. ed so rapidly that in 1872 it became the county-seat of Prince
The Hotel Gibson was the hotel
selected by the association as the Edward county.
Perhaps you'd be interested in
official convention center in Cin- knowing some of the town's ascinnati.
ets for which it Is noted.
The convention was divided
One of its splendid grist mills,
Into three main divisions, namely
the "Farmville Mill" was estabnewspaper, yearbook, and maga- Ished in 1838 and is the oldest In
zine groups. These three groups the county.
were diveded so that there were
Water from the Farmville Lithia
six discussion groups taking place
at the" same time This was done Springs, which were known to the
so that the editors and business Red Man. is shipped to all parts
managers would not attend the of the world, excelling that of famous springs in other countries.
same meetings.
Farmville was a very different
There were two hundred and
ninety-six delegates representing looking place in those days with a
one hundred and thirty-one pa- rather rutty main street lined
pers, twenty-four delegates rep"- willi an occasional tree, and buildresenting eighteen magazines and ings which would now fall under
one hundred and forty delegates the category of archaic,
representing sevanty-etght yearHowever, it grew and prospered
books.
through the years, and should
E Ross Bartley, former Asso- be proud to hold Its head up
elated Press White House Cor- among the elite of the smaller
respondent, former secretary to towns in the South.
VIce-President Charles Dawes.
dirctor of publicity tor the Chicago World's Fair, the Cleveland
Exposition and the" Iridiana"Unlversity News Bureau spoke at the
opening convocation on Thursday
A stream lined version of Oscar
night. His subject was "Twenty
Wilde's
The Importance of Being
Years of Public Relations."
Thurman "Dusty" Miller of Earnest" will go on the boards of
Wilmington, Ohio was the guest the Lynchburg College auditorium
setting
speaker at the convention ban- in an impressionistic
quet on Friday night. After the when the campus thespians open
banquet a special concert was their season on November 18 and
given by the University of Cin- 19. at 8:15 p. m. in honor of parrinnati" Glee Club and' was fol- ents' daylowed by a dance on the Roof
The clever, sardonic witticisms
Garden of the Hotel Gibson.
of Oscar Wilde has long placed
On Saturday afternoon the con- his works in the ranks of lasting
ventlon delegates were guests of drawing room comedy. The quips
the University of Cincinnati at applying to a critical London pubtheir Homecoming football game. Uc of nearly a half century ago
Raymond' Clapper, a Washing- drive home a knife like thrust to
ton columnist of nationwide fame modern social idiosyncracies.
and president, of the Washington
Lady Bracknell played by Mary
Gridiron Club spoke at the final Kennedy takes well placed drives
convocation. His subject .was | at the foppish character of Jack
"Confessions of a Washington Worthing, Francis Scott, whose
breeding in a black handbag
Columnist." The city of Cincinnati, Its firms, nearly upsets his plans to marry
etc. offered conducted tours the beautiful Gwendoline, (Wilma
throughout the city and its lead- Stewart) until he Is actually able
ing firms for the benefit of the to produce the identity of his perents "before the stylish London
delegates.
season is quite over."

L C. Players Will
Give Play Soon

When Oregon State College
freshman fraternity pledges decided to walk out on their newlyfound "brothers", they failed to
reckon with the punishment for
their sins.
After the neophytes decided
they'd put their older members in
their places by staging a mass
exit, they finally returned to find
the following "duties" awaiting
them:
The Alpha Tau Omega's stayed
up all night waxing floors, polishing furniture and trophies. Of
course, hacks and cold showers
were in the ofllng. At the Kappa
Sigma house a nice lively lamt
was left for the boys to take cart
of along with sawdust inches
thick on the floor to be cleaned
by 6:30 in the morning.
Now to get to the girls' punishment. The Kappa Kappa Gamma
girls ate onions and brains and
left their make-up kits at home
the next day. They also cleaned
house until early in the morning
and slept on hard floors all night.
The Alpha Gam's managed to get
cold water baths from their members and all the fraternities
around Joined In and gave them
good duckings. Alpha Chi's were
given a good tubbing and brought
up before their president to drink
a mysterious potion. The Chi
Omega's cleaned all the dishes
and clothes for the members.

Johnston Accepts
Role in New Play
James D. Johnston will play a
lead in Ed Young's production of
"A Girl to Order", to be given before Thanksgiving if possible, it
was announced this week as plans
for producing the play were announced by the director.
Johnston has been assigned the
role of Dud Elliott, the college boy
who gets Into difficulties and furnishes the main plot of the story.
In addition, Lex Allison will be
assigned a role which he has
agreed to accept. Ed Young himself will play the part of Dud's
roommate who helps extricate
him from the mess he has gotten
himself Into.
The play is short and the director has announced that it will be
short in preparation. If possilble. It will be given before Thanksgiving. If this Is not possible, it
will be given a few days after the
S. T. C.-Hampden-Sydney production of "Outward Bound", to
be presented December 2.

When a man is wrong, knows he
Is wrong, and admits he's wrong,
he's smart.
When a man is right, knows he
is right, but admits he is wrong,
he is married.
—Egyptian

Dr. Susan B. Fields' ^veiace shoe shop
■^
.
wi
From old to new with anv shoe
Resigns Job as
Highest grade material used
Third St.
Farmville, Vs..
School Physician

Amm*\

'T Time

|^L.
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"Dr. Fields was a pioneer in
her piofession. being one of the
:i • women physicians in the
(ate," slated Dr. Jarman when
■pi aking of Dr. Susan B. Fields
•vlio has lecently passed in her
nation as school physician.
Best FOOD in Town!
He praised the thorough work she
Try our delicious Sandwiches
did here in administering medical
»id to the girls.
Ham 10c
Dr. Fields came here directly Chicken Salad 10c
from the Woman's Medical ColHamburgers 10c
lege in Philadelphia. Pa. During
the World War she left for furCall 200
ther training at Peabody College Prompt Service
returning to her position as school
physician four or five years later.
Since then she has served the
school regularly with painstaking care and advice to the ill. Recently she has been away several
times in an attempt to regain
*er health, but without result
"Huiefore she was forced to give Expert cleaning, repairing and
remodeling
UP her position. She is now at her
"ir.me in Lincoln. Nebraska.
Main St.
<) pposite P. O.

COLLEGE
SHOPPE

KLEANWELL

Cleaners & Tailors

Rioprranhieal Notes
On Debate Team
Are Given

Top Row: LeN'oir Hubbard, editor-in-cliiel of "The Rotunda"
and Florence Bress, business manager of "The Rotunda".
Bottom row: Miriam Flcklcn, editor-in-eliiel of "The Virginian" and Nancy Gray, business manager of "The Virginian".
These four girls have just returned from 'he Associated
Press Convention which was held in Cincinnati. Ohio from November 3-5.

World Chaos
Prescribes Topic
For Poetry
Because of the recent worldcrisis, people are more aware of
the horror of war, and they are
psychologically "keyed-up", to the
realization of the chaotic condition of the world. Never before
have individuals wanted peace
among nations as they do at this
moment, never before have prayers been sent up to God with such
urgency and hope from the
tongues of men for peace in the
world. Looking through present
day books and magazines we will
see literature and philosophy taking on the pacifist viewpoint.
For A Soldier Poet
By Elaine V, Emans
Knowing him twenty
Summers dead,
Do we remember
The way he said,
"If ye break faith,
We shall not sleep.
Though poppies blow?"
God do we keep
The faith, and hold
The torches high
They flung to us?
Or does each lie
In Flanders Field
And turn and toss
Finding no rest
Beneath his cross?
Let No Ship Fall
By Mary Barron Brubaker
I ask of thee. O kindly night,
Now day is folded down.
Guard all the little ships in flight
Above this sleeping town.
The cloud-blown sky is bleak and
cold
As through the dark they fare.
The lonely, gallant ships that hold
Brave-hearted, everywhere.

Ten S. T. C Girls
Attend Symposium
At Sweethriar
Ten S. T. C. girls, accompanied
by Mrs. Filzpatrick. will represent Farmville at a dance symposium Saturday, November 12 at
Sweetbriur College. There will be
eight Virginia Colleges represent ed.
Mr. Chilli's Weidman, famous
dance instructor, will conduct a
class using his own technique during the afternoon. Each group
will then present a ten minute
program. The Farmville Orchesis
will do an original composition.
The S. T. C. girls who will be
present are Essie Millner. Martha McCorkle. Edilh Fitch, Patsy
Fletcher, Jane Jackson. Mary Cecil Bynum, Macon Riiine. Nancy
Pierpont, Mary Elizabeth Petticrew, and Hel<n Mcllwaine.
The other colleges who will be
represented are Randolph-Macon.
Westhampton, William and Mary.
Hollins. Madison, Mary Baldwin,
and Mary Washington.

William Thomas Williams has
been educated in Aberdare. the
Univ. of Wales, and the University of London. He already has
obtained Degrees in Arts. Philosophy, and Hebrew, with Honors
in semetics, July 1937. He is now
pursuing a degree of Bachelor of
Divinity at the University of
Wales. He is secretary of the
Union Debating society, a member of the Students' Union Council. Students Cosmopolitan Club.
National Union of Students, a
representative of the Student
Christian movement at South
Wales Baptist Theological College.
Mr Williams has represented
the Debating Society at Cardiff
on Staff Debate. Inter Varsity
Debate, and the Welsh Intercollege Debate. Besides being a
debater, he has represented his
school at Rugby and in college
at Soccer. He has addressed numerous public meetings and congregations on matters of religious
and political interest. He is interested in social and ambulance
work, political and pacifist activity, with especial regard to the
part played by Christian life and
teaching.
William A. Beers was educated
at Dublin University and there
obtained his Bachelor of Arts Degree and Bachelor of Laws Degree. He is the honorable secretary of the Dublin Law Society.
he Is congress secretary of the
Irish Students' Association, Auditor of the College Historical
Society, Vice President of the
lush Student's Association and
the Honorable General Secretary
of the Irish Students' Association.
He is Double silvei medalist in

I'ndrr the manjement of
"CHARLIE" JOHNSON

GRAY'S
DRUG STORE
PURE DRUOS
MEDICINES
TOILET ARTICLES
Quality—Price—Service
FARMVILLE

VIRGINIA

G. F. BUTCHER CO.
"The Convenient Store"
Dealer in fancy groceries and
confectioneries
600 High St.
I .ii mi ill, . Va.

FILMS
6 or 8 Exposure Rolls
Any size Developed
*?^/»
and Printed
sOTC
Reprints 3 cents up
ECONOMY PICTURE MAKF.RS
Staunton, Virginia

BROOKS-KAYTON
COAL CO.
Quality—Service

Planters Bank &
Trust Company
Farmville. Virginia

Historical Member: Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit ins. Corp.
Society, silver Medalist in Oracomposition—CoUege

tory—College Histories] society.
Cold medalist in composition—
College Historical Society, and
liver Medalist in History--Col|l . Mi loiieal BOOJl t)
Mr Beers represented the College Historical soeiety at Inter
Univ. debates held in Cambridge.
"The Teachi r'l Relationship to
the State Board" will be the top- London. Manchester, Edinburgh
ic ol dlseui i' i) when Dr. T. D. ■peculatlve ncloty and in all the
Eason of the Virginia Btata Board trisl) I'ID.ei itiea, Be is reasons!.
of Education peaks to Psnnville bie for the organisation and proteachers and students on Wednes ductlon ol HI..
forty Radio
day night. November 16 in the
mull auditorium. The hi oudi a.' ' . Iiom I he lush Hioadprogram will l>< p
,v the
m Stations during the past
local chaptei ol the Association two years. The i programs have
for Childhood Education.
dealt with Irish Industrial deDr. Bason, an authority u U vi lopmenl and other matters.
rector of education in public
schois. will first lecture
which time will be given the listTHREF. ( HHItS FOR
eners for questions and discussion.
All A C B
ind pro p" MM u
'1 and urged to be pn

Dr. T. D. Kason
Will Sneak Here
Next Wednesday

Light thou. I ask, a friendly star
For wings so frail and small.
"An' please help rile be food 80
And while the dawn is still afar
I 'Aout light
Oh. night, let no ship fall.
That ol' MeKelvie boy no more.
Prayer lor Peace
Amen Good-night '
By Minnie C. Hopkins
I -night, my little son Thanks
I tucked him in, then stooped
fa your prajri
beside his bed
God help us to be good then wars
To hear him say his prayers
will quickly cease.
bless us all." he said

Phone 98

LINDSKY'S

"New Sheen"
Cleaners

Third St.—Phone 355
"Where college clothes get the
• degree of cleanliness"

SOUTHSIDK
DRUG STORK
New "Air King" Radio
5 - tube
BjtsJsj priee $9.95

Flettric Shoe Shop
We do invisible half-soling
and re-hrellng

Johns Motor Company
Dodge St Plymouth Can
Hodge TruckH
We »ervlrr all makes of cart

S. A .LEGU8
Tailoring—< leaning—Prrnstni
PHONE 203
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Practices Begin For
Senior Life Saving
During This Week

Girls Are Elected
For Captains
Of Class Hockey
Teams to Compete
On November 21
After Color Rush
Captains for this year's class
hockey teams have been chosen.
Each team by a popular vote
elects her own captain.
Freshman Captain is Dorothy
Johnson from Suffolk. Dorothy
has been active in basketball, archery and hockey since she entered school, and is on varsity
Jiockey squad this year.
The Sophomore Captain is
Crews Borden. This is the first
year Crews has been out for
hockey, but she has shown interest in all sports being minor
sports manager for the year '38
and '39.
Estelle Mann will serve as
Captain for the Junior class. Estelle is a town girl, and has participated in athletics of all kinds.
Class basketball, baseball and
basketball teams have had her
service, and she has played on
varsity hockey team all three
years at S. T. C.
The Senior Captain has not
been elected yet, but will be elected this week.
Class Hockey Games will be
played on November the twentyfirst immediately after the color
rush Red and white will compete with green and white and
the winning team will be given
points for the Color Cup.

Practice for Senior Life Saving
began Tuesday, November 8, and
will be held each week on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Friday afternoon from four until five.
If there is a sufficient number
of girls, the tests will be given
before Christmas; otherwise practices will carry over until early
spring.
A girl must be seventeen years
of age and must have a required
number of practices to be eligible. The classes and tests will be
given by Pat Gibson.

Archery Tournament
Will Be Held
For Freshmen
An archery tournament
for
Freshmen only will be held after
Thanksgiving. Margaret Stallard,
manager of archery, urges all
freshmen to get in practices as
soon as possible. Freshman archery practice is held on Tuesday
and Thursday at five o'clock.
Archery equipment is now out at
Longwood and students may
practice there at any time. Margaret Stallard and Helen Seward
will aid anyone in getting the
equipment.

Girls Are Requested
To Sign for Ping Pong

Sport Slants
Miss Appleby, the hockey coach
from England, coached S. T. C.
students on Thursday. October
3rd. Even our dignified A. A. head
was called lazy but she was said
to have brains. It was quite a'
thrill even though most of S. T.
C.'s "annie athletec" were too
scared to play, or did it make some ;
of them play better? Anyhow
those who weren't out there
Thuisday missed a rare opportunity. Miss Appleby was quite
different—just ask the Cock twins!
Even though Stallard has been
having a struggle trying to aid
cupid. we Just insist bows and
arrows can be shot out at Longwood. There has been a little bit
of trouble in getting equipment
out there, but definitely, it's on
its way so out you go, girls, and
hit your mark.
Cool weather is coming, but the
water in the pool and in the pool
room remains warm, so take advantage of it right away. Those
senior life-saving classes will soon
start and most of you will need

practice. No better place could be
found to learn diving than Farm- i
ville's pool. You can "flop" to your
heart's content and no one will
laugh. You might even get a little
sympathy.
Play night will be held again
before long, so you sharks just
be prepared. Competition gets
keener each session. It is rumored
that two certain lassies are practicing up and are going to challenge any two in school to a bridge
game one of these Saturday
nights. Could it be that they
know the tricks of the trade. Well,
even the best do fall,
With cold weather coming on
fast, tennis and golf will soon be
over. Play hard while you can and
learn a few pointers for next
spring. That tennis tournament
should be drawing to a close. Will
the champion of the fall tournament challenge the champion of
the spring tournament or will one
girl win both? It should prove
quite interesting and only time
will tell.

Tired Tigers Bow to Indians
As Passes Spell 18-7 Defeat
Strong Line Checks Runs
But Pass Defense Is Poor
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S. T. C. Plays W.-M.
In Hockey Game
Next Wednesday

DRUMELLER'S
FANCY
MEATS AND GROCERIES

The first hockey game of the
Faimville season will be played in
Farmville on November 16 with
William and Mary. Richmond DiviMon. The game is scheduled for
four o'clock on the S. T. C.
hockey field.
This is blue and white's second
game with William and Mary Extension and is the first home
hockey game. Last year the game
was played in Richmond. All
students are urged to come out
and support the team.

Five Mile Hikes
Are Sponsored
By Monogram Club

ROSE'S
5—10—25c STORE

ON THE CORNER
Pure Thread Silk BOM.

Full

Fashioned. Guaranteed to you.

49c
C. E. CHAPPELL CO.
Visit us for the

First Monogram Club hike will
BUST FOUNTAIN SERVICE
be held Saturday. November 12,
and will be conducted by Ellen
Conyers. Ruby Adams and Helen
Jefferies. This will be a five mile
hike leaving the Rotunda at two
o'clock. All students taking the
College and Sorority Jewelry
hike are requested to sign up on
the A. A. bulletin board Friday
afternoon.
317 MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE,
Each five mile hike will give
each girl fifty points toward her
school blazer. These hikes are
held all during the year and are
sponsored by the Monogram Club.

MARTIN, the Jeweler

Farmville Mfg. Co

Monogram Club
Initiates New Girls
Into Membership

MII.I. WORK

BUILDING MATERIALS
An embattled and fiercely determined Hampden-Sydney Tiger
eleven rode for a brief moment on the crest of victory last Saturday
Ping Pong tournament will at Williamsburg against William and Mary only to have their hopes
start soon and all students are re- of a win dashed to ground under the impetus of a barrage of passes
Monogram club initiation was
quested to sign up on the A. A. that led to their defeat by an 18 to 7 score. Time and again the Tiger
bulletin board. Ping Pong tables line smeared Indian plays. With their backs to wall in the latter part held on Tuesday, November 8th. Purchased at this store are deThe following girls were initiated:
are in the "rec" and in the gym.
Girls are requested to get in as of the game the Tigers fought off several touchdown threats by the Margaret Stallard. Helen Jeffries, veloped FREE
This being old gag week in this many practices as possible before Indians but the breaks were against them as passes thrown by Phil- Louise Bryan, and Marporie Nimlips, Byrne, and Delia Torre were completed to bring the ball within mo.
collegiate world, we hold annual the tournament begins. Crews
The Monogram club recognizes
Borden. manager of minor sports, scoring distance.
homecoming for two gags that will be in charge of the tournatrue sportsmanship, and an inHampden-Sydney was placed at4
terest in athletics. In order to
should give you a chuckle or two: ment. Two tournaments will be a disadvantage in the early part
become a member of this club
Number One: A St. Olaf College held each year in the fall and of the game. William and Mary
students must prove ability along
kicked off with the ball rolling ov- aiorm
Ofnrmv Wppk-PnH*
lad and his lassie were watching in the spring.
these lines. The club sponsors
er the Tiger goal line. After an
J Wflh C,IU*
a recent football match. The felhikes and all athletic activities
; exchange of punts the Indians DeaCOnS Tie Cadets
low turned to the girl and said,
at S. T. C.
I had possession of the ball on the
—AT—
"See Ose out there? He'll be our
Tiger 44 yard line. Slashing drives
V. M. I. 6, Wafce Forest 6
I by Phillips, Seamans. and Byrne
Washington and Lee team dizzy
best man some day." Whereupon
After being held scoreless for
I carried the Indians to the Tiger three quarters on the quagmire before a crowd of 7,000. Washing—FOR—
the fair young thing blushed
"Journey's End" will be the one yard strip where Byrne plungused as a field the Deamon Dea- ton and Lee had the distinction
prettily and replies, "Oh, darling, \ theme of this week's Tiger varsity
ed over.
cons of Wake Forest rallied in of being the only state team to
this is so sudden!"
i football practice when Coach BerWith Henry Flannagan tossing tne final quarter t0 tie the FightNumber Two: A University of ( nicr's charges will polish up offen- passes the Tigers presented a ing Squadron of V. M. I. Pounding play on a dry field yesterday.
Bill Harrington, a halfback, led
Minnesota Daily columnist says sively and defensively for their touchdown threat in the second Paul Shu i Southern Conference
he Is doing his best "to ignore a final encounter of the season quarter. Several beautifully exe- high scorer) counted in the first the Kentucky boys attack by reaga'nst the Randolph - Macon
note which says that a girl in "Yellow Jackets" at Richmond cuted pass plays held the crowd quarter to put the Keydets out in peatedly running through the
breathless for a moment only to
general college thinks a head City Stadium this Saturday after- have them broken up by the In- front. The third quarter was fea- General defense.
Featuring
tured by a punting duel between
Craft attempting to pass to
linesman is a newspaperman."
noon.
dian secondary.
Southern Dairies "Velvet"
Handy Andy Trzeciak and John
In the third quarter Phillips Pendergast. Outstanding perform- Dobbins, late in the final period,
lee Cream
dropped back to pass for the In- ances were turned in by Kovar, hurled the ball into the arms of
238
MAIN
STREET
dians. As he was hit hard by sev- Shelby, Clallovich and Edwards. Dick Stahl who with the aid of a
eral Tiger linemen the ball was This tied V .M. I. with the Cava- lateral advanced the ball to the
knocked out of his arms to be liers for state honors.
General's 30 yard stripe. Several
caught by O'Hair who sped down
Columbia 39, Virginia 0
Any nifce roll kodak film developed",
plays later German scored for
TRY A PAIR
the
field
50
yards
and
crossed
the
Columbia's
Lions
roared
in
eight never-fade Vrlox pr.nts for only
goal line untouched. Soyars' trusty grand old fashion to crushingly Centre on a 13 yard run and
Low prices on candid film. Handy
toe carried the Tigers into the defeat the Cavaliers of old Vir- then converted.
of
mailing envelopes furniihed.
The Washington and Lee team
lead 7-6.
ginia in New York yesterday. With
VALUABLE PREMIUMS OIVKN
frantically hurled passes but were
Again the Indians threatened their great passing star, Sid stopped 21 yards short of the
MAIL YOUR FILMS TO
as they advanced to the Tiger ten Luckman. warming the bench,
but Armistead intercepted a pass Columbia sneaked Boy Taylor promised land by the final gun.
Heauliful Silk Stitckinffs
on his own six to halt their drive across from the one yard line two
This breather was short lived, minutes before the close of the NOTICE—We now offer special
however, as the Indians passed first chapter. The Lions scored low student rates on RADIO RSPARTANBURG, S. C.
from
and ran to the Tiger one foot line once in the second stanza, twice I'AIR WORK.
but the valiant Tiger line held and In third and twice in the 4th to |
the ball went over to the Tigers, heap insult upon injury. Fighting |;|(-(| |j</ Appliant'C Co.
w.M. ,. kicked
L.,,.L..„I out
nut v,nf
I:,..M.-in. gallantly Virginia twice held forj
Walden
but Seamans
Phone 40
returned to the Tiger 15 where downs deep in their own territory \ Armory Bldg.
Delia Torre passed to Seamans and were then punted out of dan,
for the touchdown.
ger by the toe of Gentleman Jim
Dennis scored the third Indian Gillette. Touchdowns were made
< OMB TO . . .
Farmville. Virginia
touchdown a few minutes later as by Taylor, Stanczyk. Stoltz and
CAREFUL MANAGEMENT
COURTEOUS SERVICE
he swept around end on a 15 yard Deanguistinis.
Newherry's i-. "tops" for
jaunt.
NorthCarolina 7. V. P. I. 0
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
The line-ups:
North Carolina's Tar Heels took I .,, . ,
.,
,
,
«
advantage of a blocked punt and I nriStmaS LOTCM and
For i. inn I (lean Food
Pos.—H.-S. 17)
W. & M. U8i turned it Into a score to win from
LE—O'Hair
Holbrook Virginia Tech in the mud and
All employees have health certiLT—Brown
Walker rain of Chapel Hill.
ficates. Glasses sterilized
LO—Soyars
Hook
George Sternweiss scored on a
C—Armistead
Kueger five yard run off his right end in
The Sensation of the Winter Season. Plaid Sport
Phone 224
RO—Howard
Davidson the third period. The longest run
Jackets in a beautiful selection of colors
RT—May
Dillard of the game ' 79 yards) was called
Prompt DHmry on Orders
RE—Buchinsky
TafTe back and a penalty inflicted on
ONLY
QB Barnes
Phillips the Tar Heels on account of clipLH—Walden
Seamans ping from behind. Again the stellRH—Berry
Byrne ar performer was Stirnweiss.
FB—Flannagan
Delia Torre
Also the newest in Sweaters for every occasion
Hudson, blond Tech fullback,
Score by periods:
MUM in for a lion's share of the
H.-S
0 0 7 0— 7 glory by running from the Techi
an
W. & M
6 0 012 18 44 to the Tar Heel 8 and by kick- ,
Mojud Slier Hosiery
ing the Techmen out of danger |
Pair
Girls, these sweaters are wonderful values and
il times.
we have a large variety to choose from.
The fact that V. P. I. recovered
This is a -pirial pUfCll
seven North Carolina fumbles in
Chargi it if you lUw
Chlotilde Jarman's name a small way goes to show the
was left out of the list of those brand of ball played by the
on varsity hockey in last week's! Gobblers.
The House of Quality
I Centre 7, Washington and Lee 0
issue. Chlotilde is a member of
Saturday, the Praying Colonels
VIRGINIA
FARMVILLE
Farmulli's Only Exclusive Women's Store
the varsity squad and this is „( centre College, led by four
her third year on the squad.
light, fast backs, ran a heavier

KODAK FILMS

Southside Drug Store
Patronize

State Teams Have

Patterson Drug Co.

Jackets Fresh From
45-0 Victory

Money Saving Prices

Drugs and Toiletries
Expert
Prescription Service
Clean Fountain

ROLLS DEVELOPED

"DKXDALK'

Jack babbit Co

VERSER'S

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK

Don't Forget

SHANNON'S

(iifts

.1. J. NEWBERRY
COMPANY

$5.95

SALE OF $1.00

$1.98 " $2.98

59c

Correction

DAVIDSON'S

DOROTHY MAT STORE
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FarmvilleGirlsLeave
School For Week-end
Many (iirls Attend .Mrs. Grainier Hostess
Hops at V. M. I.
For Triangle Club
And Other Colleges
Among those from B. T. C. who
attended Hi.' hop at V. M. I. in
Lexington November 5 were Jane
Engleby, Mary Eli/abetli McCorm-,
ick. May Writ/. Elizabeth George
Wilson, and Jinn- Mediums.
Jacqueline Hudglm and Virginia Vote hav returned to school
from Annapolis where they attended a hop nt the Naval Academy November 5.
Those who represented Parmviiir at the press convention in
Cincinnati were Florence Brass,
Miriam Ficklcr.. Nancy H. Gray,
and I/'NoIr Hnbbard.
Genevieve Cooke attended the
Junior Prom at Randolph-Macon
in Ashland. November 5.
Among those from S. T. C. who
were in Richmond during the
week-end of November 5 were:
Alice McAfee, Theresa Brinkley.
Lucy Turnbull, Dot Adkins, Ruby
Adams, Ethel Carr. Marie Dix.
Caroline Eason. Nancy Hunter.
Harrietts Vaden. Patricia Gibson.
Dot Fischer, Peggy Stevens, Emi!
Ellis, Mildred Owen. Lois J. Barbee, Mary Jackson, Agnes Jennings, Keith Smith, Boonie Stevenson, May Terrell, Daphne Wilkerson, Lois Powell. Emily Flint
Moore, and Marian Mitchell.
Agnes Barlow. Anne Rayne Taylor, and Mary Elizabeth Lewis,
were recently the guests of Marjory Elliott at her home in
Crewe.
Girls from Farmville who
the week-end "t November 5 In
Roanoke are I muse E. Painter.
Lucy Stapl's, Zephyr Bull, Jean
Watts. Elisabeth Barrett, Mary
Kathryn Nlninger, Lucille Pierce,
and Elizabeth Mapp.
Mary Bullenb rgei was the guest
of Rebecca Beverage at her honv
in Chariottesville during the pas)
week-end.
Sue Owen was the guest ol her
parents al their home In South
Boston during the week-end of
November 5.
Marjorie
Niinmo.
Dorothy
Menefee and Siuhe Dunton were
recently the glWStl of Myra Smith
at her home in Culpeper.
Among these from B, T. C. who
weir in Lynchburg during the
week-end of November 5 were
Martha Virginia Bmlth, Barah
Keesee. Naney IMerpont
Bcti\
Shumate. La Heine Thornton,
Alice Leigh Barham, Ethel Blanche
Oast, Martha Mayton. Caralie
Nelson, Ollie Graham Koine, and

The Triangle Club adult education group under the direction of
Mrs. Sam Overtoil met in the
home of Mrs. J M. Grainger, October 25. Mrs. Mack Wilkerson
had charge <>f the Bible study.
After tin regular program three
of the club members were entertained by a birthday party
In their honor: Miss Sara Wiikerson. president ol the club: Mrs.
Joshua Wilker.nn. treasurer: and
Miss Martha Ann Grainger, secretary.
The lovely d,ning room al Mrs.
Grainger s home, had been darkened and decorated with autumn
. chrysanthemums and candles.
The thn i
testa of honor were
seati d at the table, in front of
each guest were three White
birthday cakes, bearing sixteen
pink candle- ach. and three white
vases, containing pink, talisman
rosi •
The other members gathered
about the tablf and sang 'Happy

Birthday" to vou. After which they
•• ■ ,M ■ iircie rhe «ke
and delicious fruit punch were
served to each guest by the hostWho wen Mi
I mo Bondurant, Mrs. Arthur Allen and
Mrs. Gentry.
The guests of honor were recipients of birthday gifts, and birthday greeting cards. Other amusemi nts were enjoyed.
Members of the club of adu.t
education are: Mrs. Elmo Bondurant. Mrs. J. T. Harris. Mrs.
Jack Hamlett, Mrs. Mack Wilkerson. Mrs. Clyde Mahan. Mrs. Win.
Mrs. Russell Wilkerson
J, M Qralnger, Mrs. Charlie Rebholtz, Miss Sara Wilkerson, Mrs.
i hua Wilkerson, Mrs. Ward.
Miss Unnett Simpson. Mrs. J. B.
B lingti n, Mrs. Gentry, Miss Martin Mrs. Arthur Allen. Mrs. Walter Allen. Mrs. John Hamlett. Mrs.
oils Thompson and Miss Mabel
Robhoitz.
Mrs. Sam Overton. of Darlington Heights is director of this
project and is doing a .Ine community work.

Alpha Sigma Tau
Holds Banquet.
Breakfast, Party

Lynchburg College's Critograph
goes ultra in interviews with this
statement from the head of a
family of ants: "Would you believe it, we have been stepped on,
swallowed, and submitted to all
kinds of fearful Indignities. A
number of my cousins were even
thrown down the trash chute the
other day right in the middle of
a meal they were enjoying in the
bottom ol someone's wastebasket.
The latest insult that these twolegged creatures have offered is
putting insect powder around.
Now my whole family is allergic
to this vile stuff, and we think it
most inconsiderate."

The Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
celebrated Its Founders Day at a
banquet In the tea room last Saturday night. Alumnae present for
the occasion were Harriett Branch.
Grace Virginia Woodhouse. Alberta Collins. Alfreds Collins, Gay
Steiffen, Musse Hoyer, Alice Gayle
ISOn, Kitty Brooks, and Evelyn Bailey. The active chapter
and guests were entertained at a
breakfast Sunday morning in the
chapter room.
Mac: "How do you like this
The Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
was entertained at a pajama chimney sweeping job?"
Hac: Tt soots me."
party by Frankie Bryan. Mable
Burton. Ruth Carney. Frances
Carroll, Paye Brandon. Theresa
Brinkley and Nancy Bland Wednesday night. Nov. 2 at 10 o'clock
ai the chapter room.

You can lead a fraternity man
why disappoint
A thing of beauty is a joy forever, to water—but
him.
—Drury Mirror.
But the joy is rapidly gone,
When I see you, my beautiful
thing
A Professor in one of the eastWithout your make-up on.
ern schools gave his reasons for
classifying women as angels—they
are always up in the air: always
The girl who marries for money harping on something; and they
is bought; the girl who marries never have an earthly thing to
for love is gold.
—Exchange wear. —L. A. C.

Mats 4 P. M— NlfhU IP. M.
Wed.-Thurs., Nov. 9-10
BOB BURNS
JEAN PARKER
"Arkansas Traveler1'
Jimmy Dorsey and Cartoon
Fri.-Sat.. Nov. 11-12
BETTE DAVIS
ERROL FLYNN

"THE SISTERS"

POPEYE and Cartoon
Next Mon-Tues.. Nov. 14-15
PRISCILLA LANE
WAYNE MORRIS

" BROTHER RAT"
"Grid Rules" and News

SMART WOOL DRESSES!

Football Colors—Styles that accentuate the best for
the least amount of money.

$5.95
THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE
Charge it if you like

1 hese action shots of
Whizzer" White... famous Ail-American

Q®QQ

Prances Btoutamlre.

Mary Keen Bach was the guest
of Mrs. ,lames Crinkle? at her
home in Blackstone during the
past week-end.
Lucy Baskerville has returned
to school from McKenney and
Westmoreland While In Westmoreland she attended the wedding ol Kathertne Arnesl to Prank
Porsythe, al which tune she was a
bride's maid
Virginia HoUiday was recently
the guest of Mrs 11. It F.IIMMI at
hat home in Washington.
Jean Terrell was recently the
guest Ol her parents ,,t then
home in Beavi rdam,
Patsj Bmlth was a gueal al the
home i>t her parents In Brookneal
during the week-end of November
5.
Janelle Bheloi and Dorothy
Sprinkle have returned to school
from a short \ i..it at their homes
m Plncastls
Virginia oi-'arnii has returned
to school from .. short vtall al her
home m Cm Ington
Lena Butterworth wa
of her parents at their home In
Dinwlddle during the past week
end

N. V. A.
Continued from Page I
persona] health, while at the same
tune thev maki articles tor public
welfare distribution, The N"!
also tat up wo k ihopa and
dent tralnini centers where youth
get work i M" rience m wood •
working, machine shop pi
forestry, agriculture, and
pi act leal lines

EACO THEATRE

,,.the blend that can't be copied
...///BRIGHT COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos
la I93S. Uocirc ii Mvsu Toavxu Co.
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Cotillion (Juh
To Give Dance
This Saturday
Formal Dance Is
First Social Event
Of This Season
The Cotillion Club will present
their annual fall dance on Saturday, November 12. The dance is
one of the most outstanding social
events of the fall quarter at
Faimville State Teacher's College.
DanciiiK will start at eightUnity p. 111. With the V. M. I.
Commanders furnishing the music and will continue until 12
o'clock with the exception of a
short intermission from 10.45 until 11:15 p. m.
A floor committee will greet
alumnae and guests in the Student Building Lounge and introduce them to the receiving line.
This committee is composed of
the following girls: Elsie Dodd.
Mable Burton. Jean Taylor. Betty
Shumate. Kitty Maynard, Selma
West, Amy Powell, and Betty von
Gemmengen.
Decorations in the Lounge and
on the dame floor will be furnished by Gamma Psi. honor art
society. Goats who were recently
elected from the upper classes will
assist in the decorations.
The receiving line which will
greet guests In the Lounge will
consist of Dr. J. L Jarman. President of the College; Miss Mary
White Cox, Head of the Home;
Mr. T. A. McCorkle. adviser of the
club; Clara Nottingham, leader;
Louise Anthony, secretary and
treasurer; and Prankle Bryan,
business managt i
Refreshments will be served in
the Lounge during intermission.
This dance is strictly formal.

Thrills and Fun Are Aplenty
As (/iris Attend Press Convention

"Outward Bound"
Is Considered
of For Road Show

Thrills, thrills, thrills. We knew | And oh yes! they met a lot
i "sothern gurls" would get celebrities and heard some good
'em when they went to Cincinnati bands;—they even had glimpses of
The Farmville State Teachers
and believe me they did. "Every- several movie stars.
College Dramatic Club and the
But the one man that appealed Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs will
bc civ teased us about the way we
talked I've never defended the to me in my interview was none cooperate and take the forthcomSouth so much all in my life," other than Charlie Wood, of the ing production "Outward Bound"
"Moon River" radio program on a road trip, if it is successful.
LeNolr said.
They actually met and talked with I
Almost one of the first things him. 'He's just like you'd expect
Miss Leola Wheeler, adviser to
that happened to them was the him to be—he has black hair and the S. T. C. Dramatic Club and
impertlnenl question of a Yankee ^"^ thftt atm to Mk ^^ Dr. Herman Bell, adviser of the
of the opposite sex who asked.. though you—and he talks just Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs are
•Is it really! true that you ha\e hke hp nada„ Can yQu jmagjne co-heads of a commtitee to decide
to be twenty-one in Virginia be- anytning morc pelfect! i was anx- upon places and dates for the
fore you know that damn and ious to know if he was ma rried' Presentatlon of tne PlavYankee ale two different words?" i but of couise they had forgotten
Places under
consideration,
LeNoh dldnl tell me what their. to
^
&
rh
al>() met
n
ErwJn even though only tentative, into ask.
They
also
Lee Erwin
answer was but I have ideas of the organist of the "Moon River" cluded
Richmond,
Roanoke.
my own.
program and he played "Dark j Lynchburg and other large cities
In defending the South our girls Eyes" for them on the organ.
I of the state, where the play would
may have done nobly and we're
The hotel in which they stayed j be presented in local high schools
quite proud of them with every caught on fire while they were [ or colleges located in the city.
(Imp of Confederate blood that's there and there were streamers
Miss Wheeler and the cast
in us but—did you girls have to across the front page of the seemed to think that this year's
go and fall for that Yankee Stufl •Cincinnati Post" about it. More production will be a success from
the boys handed you? Prom what' publicity!
their early action in this directhe "Echoes" say one of you did
It really was a trip! They're tion. The play, a weird drama by
it seems thai the representa- all ready now to give Farmville Sutton Vane entitled
"Outward
tives not only learned along the the best yearbook and college pa- Bound", will see Jim Johnston,
line but also got a chance per that it's ever had—oh. yes. last year's "Mary of Scotland"
to observe "life at its best" as incidentally it was a press con- leading man. in the main role
seen in many clubs (there's a vention you know! How I wish all once again, with other leads beword that goes before that club of us could go on one of these ing taken by Bob Engle. Lex Albut you know what it is anyway!' tups—they're so educational!
lison, and Keith Eubank. There
are three feminine parts which
are taken by S. T. C. girls who
are Alpha Lee Garnett and Martha Welchel and Dot Eades.

Portsmouth Alumnae Dr. Jarman Speaks
Entertain (Juests
At Culpeper Banquet
With Banquet
On S. T. C. Progress

Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss Mary
White Cox, Miss Jane Royal and
S. L. Graham attended the banquet given by the Portsmouth
alumnae on Thursday. November
3 The banquet was held at the
Portsmouth Country Club.
Miss Sue Roper was toastmistress. The theme of all the toasts
was that of Joan of Arc. The
program was of formal songs.
Another world's record holder Miss Mary. Mr. Graham, and Miss
has been discovered in the ranks Royal gave short talks to the
of the class of '41 at Howard alumnae after which Dr. Jarman
College. It is none other than talked to the alumnae on "ColTheodore Held, who has seen lege—the Ideal Community."
Deanna Durbin's picture "Mad
Around ninety persons were
About Music" 144 times.
present at the banquet most of
This startling disclosure was whom were Farmville alumnae.
made after representatives of the A few of those present were alumHoward Crimson, tracking down! nae of Mary Washington and
a rumor, had submitted Held's! Madison College. Among the
roommate. Barclay Feather, '41,! guests invited were Superintendto two and a half hours of mer- ent and Mrs. Hunt from Portsciless grilling. Feather finally mouth.
broke down nad admitted that
the story was true.
After this initial statement.
Feather was quite willing to speak
without further pressure. "The
first I knew about it," he gasped,
"was when he began disappearing
just before the exam period. Ted
would be gone for hours. 1 was
terribly worried He was very secretive about the whole matter.
I was unable to extract any information from him as to Wha'
w.i the Objecl Ol these mysterious
absences."

Williams Tea Room in Culpeper
was the scene of a banquet which
m given Dy the Culpeper alumnae on Tuesday, November 8.
Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss Winnie
Hiner. Miss Mary Nichols, Miss
Jane Royal and S. L. Graham attended the banquet as guests
from the college.
Miss Alma Garlick presided at
the banquet as toastmistress.
Dr. Jarman spoke to the alumnae and guests on "The Progress
Made by Farmville State Teachers College in the Past Ten Years".
In his talk Dr. Jarman brought
out the progress made in erecting
courses to the curricula and in
courses to the curriclua and in
general improvements to our buildings and campus.
A program of violin music and
tap dancing followed the banquet.

Death Toll From Accidents
In the Home Arouses Nation

Feather remarked that finally
he Hailed Held to one theatci
six times m [OUT duvs, adding
that Held would stay through as
many as three shows per clav
After the Durbin picture left the
Square, Feather followed Held to
the Exeter theatre ID Boston.
"The he i» | in going to the
Tremont. By that time he knew
that I knew, and he contlded to
me that he was pretty toad of
the girl. After the Ttemont,"
Feather ISid, he even contemplated going to Brookline."
It was after the 84th performance that Held began to nave
strange interludes. Often he
would mtei rapt discus Ion on the
tariff and international lai
typical of Adams House dUKU
ions, with remark! like "No, I
mean yes Qood night." he would

enrol In a silvery voice,
Research into Hold's accomplishment shows that he saw In the
neighborhood of 169 shows while
at school
D| He took m
the rest in Columbus and the
surrounding cities, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, and San Francisco, after school closed.
Considering that Held paid on
an average of .40 each show it
is estimated that he must have
spent around $4fv to establish his
record, even illowlni for occasional repeats on the same ticket,

A potential victim Is the housewife who uses cleaning fluid near the open
flame of her kitchen stove.

'I'll!-', dangers thai lurk In the home
■*■ have a
(hi forcibly
to the attention of the public within
■.: s. thrOUgn activity
i lean Red I
I other
'. Public attention
lias b. SB eon. eii'.ravd in f.
I I upon iho upward trend of
the death loll from motor accidents.
in IM1 motor i hk Is eeetdents
i laimi d 11,1
llvi
\
I ats in
the home i lalmed I2.S00 |
The people who loot their lives
In the four walls of their hi
•
victims principally of the bill
17.100 d ad] burns
and i
0 cb ad; p
'
!, me. ad; all

other causes 4,800 dead. In addition
about 4,700,000 persons were injured.
All of these deaths were preventable, according to the American Red
Cross, which urges every family In
the home and on the farm to check
October a list of hazards Issued
by the Ked Cross, and to follow simple precautionary rules.
r.lls claim the lives of aged
Is In a ratio of 60 per cent to
the total annual death toll from this
s; two-thirds of fatal burns ocOUT in the home; children are thi
chief victims of accidental poisonings in the home. These atartlim
faets should make every house
bolder look into the safety pf h.
home, the lied Cross warns.

"April Romance"
Is Shown Here
By N. W. Railroad
"April Romans". British International's film story of Franz
Schubert's rise to fame, was given
in the small auditorium Monday
afternoon through the courtesy of
the Y. M. C. A. of the Norfolk &
Western Railway, working in conjunction with the college's Y. W.
C. A. A Walt Disney Silly Symphony, "Lullaby Land ". was also
shown.
In the picture. Richard Tauber.
well-known tenor, as Schubert,
sang Schubert's immortal songs.
Jane Layman played the part of
Vicky.
Dr. Clark Hagenbuch. recrea-

Doll Draws and
Writes Poetry
Ancient Marvel Restored to
Operat'on by Mechanic
InPhUacblphia
PHILADELPHIA -While our age
;s a period of mechanical invention,
and all of us have grown accustomed to marvels of science, we
seldom realize that many years ago
men labored assiduously in their
laboratories successfully to create
automatic gadgets.
One of the most surprising examples of such early ingenuity is a
French doll which is one of the
proudest possessions of the Franklin
institute in Philadelphia. This doll,
which is Just two feet in height and
was made about 200 years ago—before the days of either steam or electricity—can write verses and draw
delicately lined pictures by means
of an amazing mechanism consisting of cams, cones, and pinions.
M •lions Quite Lifelike.
As this doll sits calmly at her
little desk and either writes the
per es or draws the pictures with
the fountain pen she holds in her
hand, she even nods her head and
moves her eyes realistically, as
though she were alive. Sometimes
she pauses in her work, as though
she were examining what she is
doing in order to see whether it is j
satisfactory; sometimes she stoops
over her paper as she continues her |
efforts.
When the Franklin institute re- '
ceived this French doll as a gift she
was not in her present perfect condition. As a matter of fact, what
the institute received as a gift from
one of its patrons was merely a
mass of cams, pinions, and cones,
along with the head on a spindle.
The poor little doll had been caught
in two tires and a great deal of her
had been badly burned and destroyed.
Nevertheless, when Halsey Roberts, who was for years a master
mechanic at the Franklin institute,
saw the doll's parts, he appreciated
that something could be done with
them and he determined to work
with the parts until he had restored
the mechanical marvel to its original abilities.
Roberts toiled for nine months,
and he finally restored the mechanical lady so that she performs her
uncanny talents without a hitch.
Three Verses, Four Pleturrs.
According to Charles Schrof. the
present director of the mechanical
■hop at the institute where a great
deal of restoration work is carried
on, the doll is completely automatic.
When it is wound up it writes three
different verses and draws four difleieni pictures, each one taking
from three to four minutes to complete
The motion of the doll's hand, in
in. is controlled by
Hires sets of cams mounted on one
The up-and-down motions are

effected by cams that have very
slight eccentric projections. The
other movements, which are of
greater scope, are controlled by
cones of greater deviations from
circular form. The movements of
the head and eyes are achieved by
cones.
A Frenchman named Maillardet
is given the credit for having created the amazing mechanism.

tional director of the N. b w..
thinks that if the girls In the
college are Interested, more free
pictures may be shown here.

NEW riUI CO AT S1S.9S
Seven and a half tube power
Sweet Tone
Powerful

LYNN'S
Ml'SIC STORE

WILLIS, the Florist
Flowers for AMI Occasions
PHONES 181—271

BEAUTY
SPECIALS
THIS

The...
Sensational

Week And Next
Two

SPORT ...
Beautiful.

SHOE...

Lovely.

Natural -

Looking ePrmanent Waves.
Fully Guaranteed

BARGES
Chubby Square Toe*

$5.00

CREPE SOLES

Bring some one with you—a
roommate or a friend and save

3.50

the difference.

You'll immediately want a
pair. They are as smart as
can be. Comfortable, too!
BROWN

NATURAL

See Also—

Shampoo
Finger Wave
and
Hair Cut

Our New Rubber Sole Plain
Toe Oxford
only

75c

3.95

BALDWINS
BALDWIN'S
Quality-Price-Service Store

DUALITY

MJH I - SCBVICS

flout

I Farmville's Best Beauty Shop)
PHONE 159

BALDWIN'S
QUALITY—PRUCE—8ERVICE STORE

A Brilliant Occasion ....
Demands the Smartest

... Your...
EVENING
FROCK...
From BALDWIN'S spotlichts
. . . Your

Individuality

at

SMALL COST

10.95
Others to 1S.95
NEW FABRICS . . .
.... NEW COLORS
EVENING SHOES
... to complete
Your . . . ENSEMBLE
Many Styles!
(HOSIERY OF FINE SHEERNESS)

